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Today and Tomorrow’s Weather

Gentle to moderate winds will continue to remain through the Gulf for today and tomorrow as broad high pressure ridging 
sits over the area. Seas are expected to remain slight. Today should remain dry, but tomorrow, some moisture is forecast to 
move through the western Gulf allowing for a moderate threat for strong thunderstorms, especially during the morning hours 
as a frontal boundary stalls near the coastal areas.
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Day Three through Seven Weather Hazards

On Thursday, this weak frontal boundary will push east bringing shower and thunderstorm chances into the central to 
western Gulf waters. This trend is expected to continue into Friday, now bringing strong thunderstorm potential through 
much of the Gulf, including the eastern Gulf. Gentle to moderate winds and slight seas are to continue during this period. On
Saturday, the frontal boundary is forecast to dissipate and move out of the Gulf waters, but in the western Gulf, a trough is
expected to push offshore continuing moderate to high threats for thunderstorms. A low pressure could form offshore Texas 
before quickly moving inland on Sunday. This could bring slightly enhanced winds up to fresh speeds in the western Gulf for a
short time. High pressure ridging will continue to dominate the rest of the Gulf going into early next week, bringing back 
gentle to moderate winds and continuing slight seas.
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This Morning’s Winds and Seas

Day 3 Morning Winds and Seas Day 3 Evening Wind and Seas

This Evening’s Winds and Seas

Tomorrow Morning’s Winds and Seas Tomorrow Evening’s Winds and Seas
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